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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for having us today. My name is Karen McKendry and you’ll also hear from Karen Robinson today… we are both steering committee members of the SL SR Regional Park Coalition. Today we are going to share with you only a brief background on the park our Coalition is working on, and then we’ll move on to the next steps in safeguarding and growing the park, and your potential role in doing so.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I want to share with you a map from a planning document from 1971. This was the first park system planning exercise for what was then the Halifax Dartmouth Metropolitan Area. It took into account both a planning perspective, and sought expertise from the Canadian Wildlife Service. The report and maps identified the best places for large parks that could support both recreation, and the conservation of natural assets. Many of the parks we love today were still ideas at this time, including LLPP, Hemlock Ravine, First Lake, and McNabs Island. Sandy Lake and Sackville River are identified as priority places for a park (circled in red on this image). Since that time, the county, the Town of Bedford, then HRM have all acquired land that contributed to the park we have at Sandy Lake today. It’s gone by different names over the years…  Sackville River Regional Park, Sandy Lake Park, Jack Lake Regional Park, but it’s all the same place, and we recommend going forward to call it SL SR Regional Park. And what we have there is incredible…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a park with public access, including 2 parking lots, gravel trails, a swimming beach complete with change rooms and HRM lifeguards in the summer. For those who know about the park it’s a hidden gem… the swimming in Sandy Lake is glorious, the trails through old growth forests are awe-inspiring, and it’s a great place for dogs to run happy and free in the official off-leash area. People also hike, trail run, bird watch, fish, canoe, ski, and snowshoe in the park. HRM has invested in the infrastructure at the park, as has the community group Bedford Lions Club. This park has many established, wonderful features, but is also a work in progress….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this map, you can see the park as it stands now, and the area we’d like to see it expanded to. Currently, the park stands at about 1,000 acres, all owned by HRM (this is shown in purple on the map). The park is surrounded on 3 sides by land that is mostly still wild (shown in dark green). This wild area is mostly made up of Acadian forest stands of all ages, from clearcuts to old-growth forest, and several brooks, including the headwaters of Sandy Lake to the west of the lake. The full extent of what’s still wild is shown in a red outline here. So far, our group is calling for all of this land to be added to the park – another 1,800 acres to be added. Much of this land is in excellent, natural condition, and is owned either privately, by the federal gov’t, or by the provincial gov’t. Since the area was first proposed for protection in 1971, we’ve learned a lot about the area….



Multiple studies
15 species at risk
11 habitats
99 species of breeding birds
Wildlife corridors
= Exceptional conservation     
opportunity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple studies over the years have documented the natural features of the area, and made recommendations to grow the size of the park. A huge amount of the scientific study of the area has been done by retired Dalhousie professor Dr. David Patriquin, and his findings are hosted on his website. In addition to his work documenting species, ecosystems, and water quality at the park, another biologist recently completed a report on the birds species and Species At Risk(SAR) of the area. And, there is a report about to come up that defines in more detail, and based on the Halifax Green Network Plan, where wildlife corridors are in this area. All of this to say, the area is exceptionally biodiverse, and is key for wildlife movement on and off of the Halifax Peninsula. With 15 federally or provincially listed SAR, and old growth forests more than 125 years old, the reasons for protecting this site are outstanding, on par with the sites that groups like the Nature Trust and the NCC strive to protect. In fact, I used to work for the Nature Trust, and traveled all over NS to see properties with rare species and ecosystems, and evaluate if they were worth of protection. This place is more outstanding than many of the places I’ve been to.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another aspect worth considering here is the ecosystem services provided by Sandy Lake, its headwaters, and the forests that surround them. Sandy Lake, unlike most lakes on the Halifax Peninsula, is a deep, blue lake, encircled by drumlins, which are one of the sources of the water chemistry of the lake. Sandy Lake is naturally oligotrophic. Looking at the first diagram in this slide we get a reminder of what oligotrophic means for lakes – that they are relatively low in nutrients, like phosphorus. They lakes tend to be deep, cold, clear and have good water quality. Mesotrophic lakes have more plant growth, more algal growth, and are starting to lose their ability to mix, which many lakes do twice a year. And finally, too much phosphorus or nitrogen leads to eutrophication, a state in which lakes have excessive plant and algal growth, become toxic to many fish species, and can become unsafe for swimming or drinking water. Unfortunately, many of you would be familiar with lakes in HRM that are at this stage.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But wonderfully, Sandy Lake is naturally an oligotrophic lake. Water quality testing of the lake started in the 1970s and continues today. It shows the lake is slowly moving to mesotrophic, but it is possible to stop this progression, or reverse it, if we don’t make the situation worse, and we address sources of nutrient input. We have a chance to save this lake, and it has the characteristics to be sustained as a healthy lake. The vital thing now is to take action before the situation worsens.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happens to Sandy Lake has a profound effect on Sackville River. Sackville River is the largest river that empties into Halifax Harbour, and is also famous for the restoration work completed on the river by the Sackville Rivers Association, lead by Walter Regan. Millions of dollars and thousands of volunteer hours have gone into physical restoration of the habitat features needed by Atlantic Salmon in the river. One of the headwaters of the Sackville River is Sandy Lake. What happens in the lake flows right downstream to the river. And vice versa… in the summer of 2019, someone spotted a mature Atlantic Salmon jumping right out of the water in Sandy Lake! This endangered species would have swum up from the ocean, up the Sackville River, up through Marsh Lake, up Peverill’s Brook, and into Sandy Lake, where it could still find cold, oxygenated water in the summer. This is a conservation success! But we must work to maintain these headwaters of the Sackville River, and Sandy Lake, if we want salmon to continue their return to the river. I’m going to hand it over to Karen Robinson now…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to underline that this is a regional park, not just local. Our coalition is comprised of 28 regional, provincial, and local groups as well as special interest groups such as NS Bird Society, trails associations, CARP Atlantic and CPAWS, each with an interest in preserving this biologically diverse area. But the area’s future is at a crossroads. The last Regional Plan states this Regional Park is to be expanded, but in a different section of the document the same area is named as a growth centre, with the potential to put housing development next to the lake and its headwaters. Which will it be? The park has 5 decades of significant contributions by community, HRM, the province, and others, including land donations from Farmer’s Dairy (a coalition member group as well), CMHC and the Province. Recently, in 2015, the city acquired 160 acres of developers lands west of the lakes. 
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Map created for 
acquisition of land 
from developers to 
add to Park in 2016

 Report provides 
written rationale for 
more land acquisition 
west of the Park

Map and report do 
not provide boundary 
needed to protect the 
ecological unit based 
on science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This 2015 acquisition was significant. It was a first step in acquiring from developers some valuable watershed lands west of Marsh Lake specifically to protect their ecological value to the park. They were re-zoned as Park land and added to the park.  Some of you were part of this acquisition. Thank you.That acquisition document is important. While its map was not intended to provide a final boundary for the park, but rather to serve the purpose of acquiring the 160 acres, the text contained the planning rationale for the city to use to acquire more of the ecologically important watershed west and northwest of the lakes. Now, the developers who still own about 550 acres west of Sandy Lake want to develop some of their land for housing. Cities of course need places to put homes, yes, but we also need other elements to live well in HRM. Complete communities include areas like this with outstanding biodiversity, an area with a wealth of climate change benefits, and ready education and recreation opportunities.  All of this plus 5-decades of community and municipal investment are at risk if we fail to return to viewing the watershed as a biological unit.  Biologists first identified the ecological unit in 1971.We learned that no biological studies were done when the land west of Sandy Lake was arbitrarily zoned from park to housing, nor when the Regional Plan of 2006 put it next in line for development. More biological information has become available through Dr. Patriquin’s work and the work of several others. Our Coalition estimate is that we need 1,800 acres, however we believe that it is extremely important that we all see what an independent scientific study would determine.  



Sandy Lake – Sackville River
Regional Park

Motion request
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Thank you from our 
Coalition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are asking that HRM commission an independent study for a park boundary that is based on environmental information about the area, including wildlife corridors and issues relevant to both the Regional Plan and the Halifax Green Network. The Regional Plan review is underway and Sandy Lake is a topic. This study would not bind HRM staff, but could instead inform their work and the decisions of Council. Thank you on behalf of the 28 coalition groups that are waiting for this. We hope that you will request this report through a motion today. Thank you again.Q&A following presentation:Councillor Austin: Note there is a long data period on water quality. Where are nutrients coming from? Karen Robinson (KR): Dr Patriquin finding some tributaries have more than others. Have some suspicions but haven’t established sources I believe. Mostly testing tributaries to the west including those downhill from Uplands Park treatment plant.Karen McKendry (KM) 2013 300 acre clear cut. It is recovering but ongoing monitoring showed the blip – healthy lakes can withstand a bit of that. It does demonstrate impact happens.Councillor Austin: I recall that – a spite cut. Is the main concern the stream by Farmers Dairy?KM: great site to go to is Dr Patriquin’s site showing Johnsons Brook and others. We could work w landowners there to recreate some buffers. Some headwaters are developed and it won’t help to develop more. Some Federal $ has come on line we could use perhaps.Councillor Lovelace: Thanks for letting people know about SL park.  Am aware of issues along HPR & need for HWater to deal with it. Have you met with HW?Clear cut concerns. How much water F Dairy taking from lake if any at all? Regarding that and Uplands Pk issue, is it a fact that UP contributes to Sandy Lake, or throughout this area?KR: Farmers Dairy is not taking water – in the past intended to and also planned to dump effluent, but 3 decades or more ago it didn’t happen. Both Dairy and Uplands are very good members of our Coalition. I have attended meetings w UP with HW & I know HW is taking some steps & that’s good. Councillor Lovelace: Rifle Range? Will it be released to the park? KM: Rifle range is a couple dozen acres. The rest has species at risk and is not open to public and would remain so. OCEM is new program for preserving natural characteristics and to count toward the Federal and Provincial quotas for wilderness protection. We are in contact and it is looking good so far. Councillor Morse: Comment on why requesting independent report. Benefits? Why not in-house w Parks & Rec?KM: My background in nature conservation. Even in 1971 the area was assessed for rec and wildlife preservation from Cdn Wildlife Service.  We respect planners perspective and skills but as with O2 did for HGNP it would bring in additional expertise from an ecological perspective.Also the 2015 map was created from planning perspective. We want to add natural sciences and ecology maps for where a park could be.Councillor Morse: Would we be eligible for Fed grants for SAR protection? KM: HRM already did that at BMBCL, so knows how to. If Federal goals could be featured here the Federal funds could be possible here.Councillor Mancini: I get numerous emails from SL. Majority are cut & paste and have very little value. Hard to pay attention to cut & paste.Is there privately owned land.KM: About 22 property owners 1800 acres. Most owned by a handful of developers, but many smaller lot owners. We understand parks conversed with some about acquisition but we don’t know much about that.Councillor Mancini: Algae issue of concern in many lakes. No question. Thank you both.
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